
Year 6 - Term 4
World War Two

Science - 
Throughout this term, we will continue 
to focus on Light. The children will gain 
a deeper understanding of how light 
travels and how we see things. As well 
as deepening their science vocabulary. 

Recommended Reads - 
What are we fighting for by 
Nicola Robinson (poetry) 
Number the stars by Lois Lowry
Friend or Foe by Michael 
Morpurgo

Useful Websites - 
https://ttrockstars.com/ 
https://www.getepic.com/sign-in 
https://jasmineactive.com/news/home-learnin
g-resources 
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/login?active-tab=
students  

English - 
We will continue to base our Reading 
and English on ‘Hilter’s Angel’ by 
William Osbourne for this term. We 
will cover a variety of writing genres, 
such as: information texts, poetry, 
descriptions and narratives. 

Maths -
This term will focus on a variety of 
subjects, such as; algebra, 
measurement and statistics. We will 
then use the remainder of the term 
to focus on areas that we have 
covered, but we need to revisit.  

Welcome back to Term 4!

Reminders - 
Please remember that  long 
hair should always be tied up 
for school.
Remember to make sure you 
bring a water bottle into school 
every day - plain or flavoured 
water. 
Also, remember to bring a coat 
into school during the colder 
months. . 
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P.E. Days - 
Puma will have PE on THURSDAYS.
Lynx will have PE on TUESDAYS. Children we need 
to wear full PE kit in on this day. This term children 
will be learning about ‘social’. LYNX class will also 
have Swimming this term on a MONDAY. 

PSHE - 
Within PSHE we will focus on ‘Healthy Me’.  We will 
focus on taking personal responsibility, how 
substances affect the body, gang culture, emotional 
stress and Mental Health.

R.E - 
This term we will have our one RE day (28th 
February). We will focus on Chrisitianity (Shrove 
Tuesday) and also a key religious leader, The 
prophet Muhammad (Islam). 

Topic - 
This term we will continue to focus on World 
War Two. We will concentrate on the role of the 
women, how life was different during this war, 
make comparisons during WW1 and WW2. The 
children will also look at famous role models 
during WW2. 

Computing - 
This term our Computing will link with our Topic. 
Children write, record and edit radio plays set during 
WWII, look back in time at how computers have 
evolved and design a computer of the future.

Homework & Logins - 
Oxford Owl:
Lynx class, username: lynx21  Password: 
Westlands21
Puma class, username: Puma21  Password: 
Westlands21
Get Epic! 
Lynx Class: ybl3320   Puma Class: esv3970
Google Classroom: 
m436m4b - this is the class code and your 
weekly homework will be set on here.  This will 
be issued on the Friday and returned by the 
following Wednesday. 

Music - 
In Term 4, our learning will based around one song: 
You've Got A Friend by Carole King. We will discuss 
her importance as a female composer in the world of 
popular music. Children will learn to listen and 
appraise the music as well as focus on our 
performance skills. 


